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Some questions

- What devices do you have access to during a lesson?
- What devices do you use during a lesson?
- How do you use technology in your every day life?
- How do you use technology in lessons?
- How would you like to use technology in lessons?
How can we use pre-loaded smartphone/iPad apps?
Camera

- Photo of notes on board to copy
- Photo to describe
- Vocabulary list
- Scavenger hunt
Video camera

- Record presentations
- Record teacher presenting lesson, student repeats
- Record directions, student plays video and follows
- Record dictation
- Create instructional video
Maps

- Directions
- Find a city
- Closer look at students’ home country/city
- Tour of Charlottesville
- Places of interest
Clock

- What time is it?
- Time comparisons
- Weather comparisons
- Timed activities
- Stopwatch
Calendar

- Find the days of the week
- Enter holidays/birthdays
- Create appointments
- Scheduling
Contacts

- Enter addresses and contact information
- Create directory
- Important phone numbers in Charlottesville
Notes

- Take notes on a lecture
- Pair dictation
- Class story
- To do list
- Shopping list
Explorer/Firefox/Chrome/Safari

- Internet browser
- Games
- Quizzes
- Searches and scavenger hunts
- Reading
Now let’s take a look at some examples of other apps...